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pa > Biology is the science of living substances (jivadravayas). The field of

Jaina Biology differentiates the living from the non-living by using the word

jlvatthikSyai (organism) to refer to any living things, plant or animal, just

as modern Biology does. So it is relatively easy to see that a man, a a SSla

tree3
,
a creeper

4 and an earthworm 5 are living, whereas pieces of matter

(pudgala}
6
,

e. g. earth, stones, etc., are not so. But according to modern

Biology, "it is more difficult to decide whether such things as viruses

are alive." 7

ji
Jaina Biology states that the fabric of life of all plants and animals is

paryapti* (Sakti = vital force) or Prana* (life force), in another way, I.e.

paiyapti appears to be the actual living material of all plants and animals.

There are stated to be six kinds of paryapti, wz.nharaparynpti (vital force

by which beings take, digest, absorb and transform molecules of food par-

tides into khala (waste products) and rasa (chyle = molecules of nutrients

or energy),
11 sanraparyapti (vital force by which chyle or molecules of nutrients

= (ra&bhutatnaharam)
are utilized by beings for the release of energy, the

31
building of blood, tissue, fat, bone, marrow, semen, etc.,^ indriyaparyaptfl*

(vital force by which molecules of nutrients or chyles suitable for building

senses are taken in and provided to (he proper place so that beings can have

I the perceptual knowledge of the desired sense-objects by the sense-organs),
1 *

ucchvasaparynpti
15

(vital force by which particles of respiration are taken in,

oxidized for energy and left out (as carbon dioxide and water), bhn$aparyHpt$*

V (vital force by which beings, having taken proper particles of speech, emit

them as speech) and manakparyvptf (vital force by which beings, having.

taken particles (or dusts) of mincl transform them as the mental force,

_ i.e. thought).

It appears that this parynpti (vital force) is not a single substance but

varies considerably from organism to organism (i.e. one-sensed to five-sensed

% being), among the various parts of a single animal or plant, and from one

time to another1 within a single organ or part of an animal or plant. There

are six paryaptis, but they share certain fundamental physical and chemical

yj characteristics.
10

It is stated that there are ten kinds of prana (living
material or life

force), viz. five indriyapranas (life force of five senses), ucchvzsaprtna (life

\St force of respiration), ayuprana (life force of length of life),

(life forces of mind, speech and, feody).

SambotiM 34
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Actually speaking, these ten pranas are almost contained in six paryaptis, e.g.

indriyaparyZpii contains five indriyapranas, maprMaparfaptl=ucc\ivasaptana}

torvaparyzpti - kayapratta, bhasaparyspti
-

vakprana, manahparyapti = mana{i-

prnna, only Uyuprana appears to be an addition.

Thus it is found that most of the paryaptis and the prtinas have common

names. So the question is whether there is any difference between them.

The Gomtnalasl&ra explains the difference in this way that paryapti is attain-

ment of the capacity of developing body, mind, speech, and five senses,

while prrina is the activity of those functionaries. 21

It is further explained that one-sensed beings possess four prSnas or

balm (life forces), viz. sense of touch, respiration, length of life, body and

speech, three-sensed beings have seven prfinas, viz. senses of touch, taste

and smell, respiration, length of life, body and speech, four-sensed beings

have eight prfinas, viz. senses of touch, taste, soaell and sight, respiration,

length of Hfe, body and speech. In asamjm panceftdriyajivas (five- sensed

beings having no physical mind but psychical mind, there are nine pr'dnas, viz,

senses of touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing, respiration, length of life,

body and speech, while there are ten prdnas in samjlti paRcendriya jivas

(five-sensed beings having physical mind), viz. senses of touch, taste, smell

sight and hearing, respiration, length of life, body, speech and mind."

According to the CSrvdkas, life (as well as consciousness) is a result of

peculiar chemical combination of non-living matter, or the four elements,

in organic forms, just as the intoxicating property of spirituous liquor Is the

result of the fermentation of umntoxicating rice and molasses. 118

Similarly, the

Instinctive movements and expression of new born babies (sucking, joy, grief.

fear, etc.) take place mechanically as a result of external stimuli as much
as the opening and closing of the lotus and other flowers at different times

of the day or nighty* or the movement of iron under the influence of load-

stoHe," In the same way, the spontaneous reproduction of living organisms

frequently occurs, e.g. animalcules develop "in moisture or infusions, espcially
under the influence of gentle warmth (Svedaja, usnaja, damsamasaktidayati)*

6

or the maggots or other worms originate in the rainy season due to the

atmospheric moisture in the constituent particles of curds and the like and
begin to live and move in so short a time."

Haribhadra has refuted Bhutacaitanyavada of the Materialists

long before the SW&hya in the following manner
;

It is the doctrine of the
materialists that this world is formed of only five great elements (mqhnb^tas) t

viz. earth, etc, and there is no existence of soul nor the unseen force anywhere
in the world."

The other Materialists maintain the view on the contrary that elements
re Don-conscious (acetana). Consciousness Is not the character of elements,
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nor the result of elements, while soul is the name of that tattva (reality)

with which (soul) consciouness is related (as character or result)
20

If consciousness, would have been the character (quality) of elements,

then it should have been found in all elements at all times; just like that

the existence (.existentiality), etc. (general character) and hardness, etc.

(particular character) are found in the elements at all times in which they

are found.30

Now Haribhadra refutes Bhutacaitanyavada in this way that couscious-

ness exists in elements as force (sakti), for this reason it is not perceptible,

but consciousness existing in elements as force cannot be said to be non-

existing in elements. 31

This force (itakti) and consciousness are either non-different by all

means from each other or different by all means from each other. If they

are non-different., then this force becomes consciousness and if they are

different, consciousness should be related with something else.82

Again, the point of non-manifestation of cetana (consciousness) does

not seem to be logical, because there is no other entity (vastu), covering

consciousness and it is for this reason that the number of realities will go

against the doctrine of the Materialists on the admission of the existence of

some such entity.
33

Haribhadra further advances the argument to refute the contention

of the Materialists that this thing is directly proved that the element has

got the nature of these two qualities or characters-hardness and non-living-

ness and when consciousness is not of the nature of these two characters

(i.e. cannot exist with these two), then how can it be accepted that it .was .

born out of elements.34 ;. f

If consciousness does not exist in individual (i,e, uncomblned) elements,

then it cannot exist in the combined elements just as oil cannot exist in

sand particles. And if consciousness exists in the combined elements, tnen ;^

it should exist also in individual eldments and so on.35

In conclusion Haribhadra maintains the vieWj aiter refuting the doctrine

otBhntacaitanyavada of the Materialists with his cogent arguments that the

existence offeree (sakti), etc, in soul, and of the unseen force and this

(adrsta), which makes the possibility of sakti, etc. in soul, should be accepted

unseen force (adrs(a), which is different from soul, is real and of many
kinds and comes into relation with soul.so

The SaAKKya makes the reply to the materialists' view on caitanyq in

the
1

following manner that "the intoxicating power m liquor is a force, i.e.'

a tendency to motion. This force is the resultant of the subtile motions pre-

sent itt the particles of the fermented rice, molasses, etc. A motion or a
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tendency to motion can in this way be the resultant of several other motions

or tendencies". "But caitainya (consciousness) is not a motion, and cannot

be the resultant of (unconscious) natural forces or motions. Neither can the

consciousness of the self or the organism as a whole be supposed to be the

resultant of innumerable constituent particles of the body. One central

abiding intelligence is simpler and therefore more legitimate hypothesis than

an assemblage of consciousness latent in different Bhutas or particles."
37

The Samkhya philosophy maintains the view that prana (life) is not vayu

(bio-mechanical force) nor it is mere mechanical motion generated from the

impluslon of vaj>w.
3a

The five vital forces, viz, Prana, Apana, Samnna, Udana and Vydna are

stated to be Vnyu in metaphorical way. Prana (life) is in reality a reflex

activity, a resultant force of the various concurrent activities of the Antah-

karana, i.e. "of the sensori-motor (Jftfinendriya-Karmendriya), the emotive

manah and the apperceptive reactions of the organism" 40

According to Vijnanabhiku, this explains the disturbing (elevating or

depressing) effect on the vitality of pleasurable or painful emotions like

kama=Iove of mind (manas), one of the internal senses involved in the reac-

tions of the living organism.*
1

Thus Prnna of the Samkhya is not a Vayu nor is it evolved from the

Inorganic matters (Bhutas), "but it is only a complex reflex activity (Sambhu-

yaikasftti) generated from the operation of the psyco-physical forces in the

organism,"
48

In agreement with the Samkhya the Vendantists hold the view that "Prnna
is neither a Vayu nor the operation of a Vayu."*

3 But they differ from the

former's view that Pi-ana is a mere reflex or resultant of concurrent sensori-

motor, emotive and apperceptive reactions of the organism. If eleven birds,
put |n a cage, concurrently and continually strike against the bars of it in
the

:
same direction, it may move on under the impact of converted action.

But the sensory and motor activities cannot in this way produce the vital

activity of the organism, because the loss of one or more of the senses does
not result in the loss of life. This is above all the radical distinction bet-
ween them. There is (he sameness of kind

(Samajmyatw) between the mo-
tions of the individual birds and the resultant motion of the cage but Prana
is not explained by sensations, but it is a separate principle (or force) just
as the mind and antahkaranas generally are regarded in the Samkhya It is
a sort of subtile

"ether-principle" (adhyatmamyu) pervasive of the organism
not gross vsyu, all the same subtilized matter like the mind

itself, as everything
other than the soul {3fmn), according to the Vedania, is material (jada) "P^a is
prior to the senses, for it regulates the development of the fertilized eggwhich would

putrefy, if it were not
living, and the senses with thei apptus ongmate subsequently from the fertilized egg,"
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Caraka 11"
explains Vayu as the impelling force, the prime.mover, which sets

in motion the organism, the organs (including the senses and the mind),

arranges the cells and tissues, unfolds or develops the foetal structure out of

the fertilized ovum. According to Caraka and Suiruta^, there are five chief

VSyus with different functions for the maintenance of the animal life, viz.

Prana, Udana, Samana, Vyana and Apana as mentioned in the Samkhya,

Su'sruta^ describes Prana as having its course in the mouth and function in

deglutition, hiccpugh, respiration, etc., Udana in articulation and singing,

Sam3na as digesting the food substance in the stomach in conjunction with

the animal heat, Vyana as causing the flow of blood and sweat, and Apana
with its seat in the intestinal region as throwing out the urino-gential

secretions.^

In the mediaeval philosophy
49 there is mention of forty nine Vayus among

which' there are ten chief Vnyus, viz. (1) Prana (2) Apana (3) Vyana (4)

Samana (5) Udana (6) Naga (7) Kumw, (8) Krkara or Krakara (9) Devadatta

and (10) Dhanahjaya.

PrQna has the function in the ideo-motor verbal mechanism and vocal

apparatus, the respiratory system, the muscles, in coughing, singing, etc.,

Apana in ejecting the excretions and wastes, the urine, the faeces, the 'sperm
and germ-cells, etc., Vyana in extension, contraction;, and flexion of the mus-

cles, tendons, and ligaments, and stored up energy of the muscles, Udana
in maintaining the erect posture of the body, Nzga in involuntary retching,

vomiting, Kurma, in the automatic movement of the eyelids, winking, etc,,

Krkara in the appetites, hunger and thirst, Devadatta in bringing about yawn,
ing, dozing, etc. and Dhananjqya in causing coma, swooning and trance, 51

The study of the different views on Prana or Vnyu shows that Jaina

paryapti or prana is neither a result of peculiar chemical combinations of

non-living matter as advocated by the Carvakas nor a complex reflex activity

of the Samkhya but a sort of separate principle (adhyatma nnyu) pervasive

of the oiganism as defined by the Ved\anta, an impelling force, the prime-
mover of Caraka and Su'smta. It appears to be the actual living material of

all plants and animals like protoplasm of modern Biology, JainaparjSpti
and prdna, the two unique forces, not explainable in terms of Physics and

Chemistry, are associated with and control life. The concept of these forces

may be called vitalism which contains the view that living and non-living

systems are basically different and obey different laws. Many of the phe-
nomena of life that appear to be so mysterious in Jaina Biology may be

explained by physical and chemical principles with the discovery of future

research in this field. So it is reasonable to suppose that paryapli, a mysterious

aspect of life, although not identifiable with protoplasm, comes nearer to the

latter because of its unique functions in the organism.
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According to modern Biology, "protoplasm is the actual living material

of ail plants and animals. This is not a single substance but varies consi-

derably from organism to organism, among the various parts of a single
animal or plant, and from one time to another with a single organ or part
of an animal or plant. There are many kinds of protoplasm, but they share
certain fundamental physical and chemical characteristics".^

"The protoplasm of the human body and of all plants and animals exists
in discrete portions known as cells. There are the microscopic units of structure
of the body, each of them is an independent, functional unit, and the pro-
cesses of the body are the sum of the co-ordinated functions of its cells.
These cellular units vary considerably in size, shape and function. Some of
the smallest animals have bodies made of a single cell, others such "as a man
or an oak tree are made of countless billions of cells fitted together.""

The major types of organic substances found in protoplasm are carbo-Mt*. protein, lipids, nucleic acids and steriods.s* Some of these are
required for the structural integrity of the cell, others to supply energy for
its functioning and .till others are of prime importance in regulating meta
boJism within the cell"M

s s

"Carbohydrates and fats
(lipids} have only a small role in the structure

f
are readiiy

fuel, fats are more permanently stored supplies Of energy. Nucleiehave a pnmary role in storing and
transmitting information Protdnare ,,.., and functional constituents of pro toPlasm

, but mayW after deam ,na tl0n. The body can convert each of these subsL e n*h to some extent. Protoplasm is a colloidal system with pro n mate and water forming the two
phases, and many of the r

~ "^
protoplasm - muscle

contraction, ameboid motioTand so onT ?
f
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Wilson, p. 105)

'

'
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This is not very intelligible, but as vyana, is connected in the SWnkhya Tattvakau-

mmii with the skin, the subtle netVe-force by which sensibility is given to the skin

or outer surface of the body is probably meant. It is also connected with the circu-

lation of the blood along the surface, the great arteries being under the action of

udana (71). In the Xtmabodha (knowledge of the soul), a Vedlc poem as asigned to

the great commentator Sankaracharya, the soul is said to be enwrapped ''in five

investing sheaths or coverings" (Koslt, cf. Fr. Cosse, Tr Gael Coch-al, a pod or husk).

The third of these is called pfatiamaya, i.e. "the seath composed of breath, and the

other vital airs associated with the organs of action" (Indian Wisdom, p. 123). Vide

fhe Sarhkhyakarika of tswara Krishna", ed. by John Davies, p. 46.

40. Positive Science of the Ancient Hindus, p. 241.

41. "Mano dhai'masya kSrnSdeh / Pranaksobhataya samanyadhikaranyenaiva aucityat

Samkhya Pravacanabhasva, Chapter II, 3 I, p. 38.

42 "Karanani-niyatavrttayab santah sambliayaikaih pranakhyarh vrttirh pratipadyante

(Pratilapsyante), f^ankarabhasya , Brahmasntra, clia. II, pada 4, sutra 9.

"Samanya karanavrttih pranadya vayavah paiica /" Ssftkhyakariku, Isvarakrs^a, 29,

see also Samkhyapravacattabhasya, Chapter II, sHtras, 31, 32,

43. "Na Vsyukriye prthagupadesat "I^Brahmasutra, chapter II, pada 4, Sutra 9. See

its Bhasya.

44. also Vacaspati Misra, Bhatnati fika
'Siddhantastu na samanendriyavrttih pranaK / Sa hi militanaih va vtttirbhavet pra-

tyeka va/na tSvat railit5nam ekadvitricaturindriyabhave tadabhavaprasanggt/no khalu

cOrtiaharidrasariiyogajanma, arunaganastayoranyalarabhave bhavitumarhati / na ca

bahiivis{isaclhyam sibikodvahariarh dvitrivistisadhyam bhavati / na ca tvagekasS-

dhyarh / tatha sati samanyavrttitvanupapaiteh / apica yat sambhDyakarakani nispg-

dayanti tat PradhSnavyaparanugunavantaravy5|jarenaiva / Yatha vayasam pratisviko,

vygpafah. pinjaracalananugunah /" iha "tu sravanadyavantaravyapiiropetah prSna na

sambhuya , pranyuriti yuktaih' pramanabhavactatyantavijatiyatv5cca sravanadibhyah

prSnanasya /...tasmadanyo viiyukriyabhyarii pranah / ...VayurevSyamadhyStmam5pa-

iinah mukhyo api prSnah /", (gaiikarubhasya) cf. jyesthasca pranah sukrani-

?ekak5lad3rabhya tasya vrttilabhat na cet tasya tadanlm vrttilabhah syat sukrarh

pnyeta na sambhavedva srotradinantu karnasaskulyadisthanavibhHganispattau vrttil-

abhauna jyesthatvarh /

'

$a?ikarabhasya, Chapter II, pdda 4, sutra 9.

45. Caraka
1

'Vayuh tantrayantradharah, , . pranapanodanasamanavyanatma . . pravartakah cestanam,

praneta nianasah sarvvendriyanaih udyotakah,, .sarvasadradhauivyuliakarah, sandha.

nakarah krlrasya.pravartako vacah, harsotsahayoryonih, ksepta bahirmalariaih,. .

karta garbhakrtmarh /" Caraka, Sutrastlwna, Ch. XII.

46. . Caraka Sutrasthana, Chapter XII and Su'sruta, Nitlanasthana, Chapter I.

47. gu'sruta, Nidanasthatia, Chapter I,

'Tesarh mukhyatamah pranah / Sabdoccarananihsvasocchvasa-kasadikaranam

apanah / asya mutrapurisadivisargah karma-kTrttitarh / vyanah pranapSnadhrtityagagra-

hanadyasya karrria ca / samano, apigovyapya nikhilarii sarTram yahnina saha j

dvisaptati sahasresu nadirandhrcsu sariicaran bhuktaj. Itarasan-samyaganayan dehapustikrt

/ udanah karmasya dehonnayanotkraiiianadipraldrttitam I tvagadidhatanasritya

paflca n'agadayah stWtah, udgaradi niraesadi ksutapipasadikarh kramat / tandrapra-

bhrti mohSdi tesam karma prakirtttJtam /" Sahgitaratnakara, Siiraiigadeva, vv. 60-67,

Chapter I', vol. I, pp. .41-42, cf the summary in Raja Sourindra Mohan Tagore's

edition of the Sangita-darpana.

- See also KalytinakarQkq 3.3.

hi 3.1
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48. Vide the Positive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus, p. 230.

49. Onapaftcadaeadvayurudite putrah te sarvve apajsh indrena devatvam prapitah earira-

ntarabahyabhedena dasadha /"

BkagavataiikSyam $rlctharasv3min, Vide Sabddkalpadruma, 4th KSnga, p. 342.

50. Pranlpanau tatha vyanasamanodanaaaihjiiakan / Nagam Karmam ca Krkaram Deva-

clattarii Dhanaihjayarii //"

Sangitarafnakara, Ch. I, v. 59, p, 41, vol. I

"PranSpSnau tathg vyanasamanodSnaaamjfiakah / Nagali Karmasca Krkaro Devada-

ttadhanafljau //" v. 40, Satigiladarpanam of Catura Damodara, chapter I, Sangitara-

irtakara, vol. I. eh. I, vv-60-67, pp, 41-42,

51. "^abdocclranam (vSiignispattikaranaih) nihsvasah uechvasah (antarmukhkasvasah)
tantrSdlnSm karanara (sadlianam) prSnavayuh, VinmutrasukradivahatvamapSnasya
karma Skufieana-prasSranSdi vyanasya karma jfieyam asitapitadinarii samatSnayana-
dvSrS rarlrasya pusanam samanasya karma / udanavayuh urdhhvanayanameva asya
karma nSgSdayah nagakurmaktkaradevadattadhanaijjayarupah paficavayavah / etejSm
karuni ea yathSkramarii udgaronniTIanak^udliajananavijrmbhanamoharupain /'

Sangftodarpaita, Chapter /, Sloka 53-48. cf, the extract in Sankarabhasya
"PranaB pr5gvrttirucchvas5dikarni5 / Apanah avSgvrttirutsargadikarmS / VySnah
iayoh sandhau vartamanah viryavatkarmahetuh / udanah Ordhvavrttih utkrantSdi
lietuh

/' saraSnah samam sarvesu ange?u yah annarasan nayati / iti".

&nratcabti&sya, chapter II. psda 4, Sutra 2, Vide Positive Sciences of the Ancient
Hindus, p, 230.

$2. Biology, p, 16.

53. Ibid.

M. Biology, pp. 25-21..

55. Ibid,

56. Ibid., p, 33.



THE ARCHITECTURAL DATA IN THE NIRVANAKALIKA
OF PADALIPTA-SURI

M. A. Dhaky

The NirvVnakalikn is a Jaina pratitflis-tantra of some esteem and

antiquity.
1 For some years it has been one of the major sources for the

study of the iconography of Jainas' Yaksas and Yaksis, The authorship

according to the colophon, goes to Padalipta-Suri, a dJsctple of Mandana-

gani, who, in turn, was a disciple of Sangamasimha, "the crest-jewel of

the Vidyadhara-vnmsa of the Svetarabra-sect," This Sangamasimha and

the Sangamasiddha of Vidyadhara-kula who passed away after fast-unto-

death on Mt. Satrufljaya in V. S. 1064/A.D. 1008 (according to the contem-

poraneous Pundarika image inscription), are now looked upon as one and

the same person.
2 The Nirvanakalikn may then have to be dated to the

first quarter of the eleventh century.
3

The work is, in main, concerned with the installation rites of Jaina

image and Jaina temple; as a result, it became at same stage unavoidable

on author's part to refer to the architectural members of the temple. The

references, though succinct, are pertinent and to some extent useful also,

for they provide small but significant additions to our knowledge oa

temple-terminogology.

The first of such references is concerning the consecration of the door

(dvara-pmtisiha). The text, in that context, refers to Yaksesa (s=Kubera)

and Sri (=Laksmi) above the door-sill (udumbara). Next does it mention

the door-guardian (dvarapala) Kala together with Gangs, and his counter-

part Mahakala together with Yamuna respectively in the right and left

jambs or Sakhs-s.* The text further qualifies that these six divinities be

settled there by "command of Jina" (Jinnjftaya) :

" ^varops/fl-puja-adikam karma krtva dv5ffihg5ni kasSy-adibhih

urdhva-udumbara Yaksesa-Snyam ca yo atmano daksba-vSma-MAa^oA

Kala~Gange Mahaksla-Tamune vinyased iti devata satkarh Jinajflaya

sannirodhya etc."

Next, in the context of the invocation and settling of the 'nucleus*

(hrt-pratitfha),
the text refers to the sanctuary (garbhagrfia) above the

antefix on the fronton (mkanasa).

"Tatah !$ukanns ordhvam garbhagrhe etc."

A little further, the text describes the rites relating to the wall-moul-

dings and the superstructure of sacred building or pras3da. It mentions,
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in order, the pot (kumhhaka), the major frieze (jahghn),* the spire (sikhara),

the neck (kan(ha) and the myrabolan (amalasnraka)',

"Tadanu praitidam gatva kumbhaka-]anghn~
f

$ikhara-kan(h(i dmalasSrakefu

brahma-paflcakaih prthivyadini ca taltvani vinyasya puspakgatadibhih mala-

raaatreria prasadarnadhivasayet,"

The text further refers tr> the crowning members of the temple, namely,

the peak (culaka),
the pitcher fmiat (kala'sa), the banner (dhvaja) and the

saered wheel (dkaunacakra) in order of the sequence in placement.

"Tatas caruiaktim calak adhare ratnapaflcakarfi cuiakam kala'sam dhvajam
dkarmaeakarm ca yathiikramarh sthspayef.'

15

The banner (implied to be over the spire) has been described in some

details, It has to be of silk, (pntfamsuka), bearing the cognizance of bull

(yr$abh arfi cihnlte) and further ornamented with golden bell and rattle

{kanakQ'ghantikn-ghargharlk opa'sohhitam) and with varied floral ribbings

(ndtra-pu$pa~kn\ak slnnkfte). It is to be borne on a staff (dande

sahyajya)\ aad after the ceremonies are over, to be raised and placed in

the banner-holder with chant-utterance (dhvajndhvre sah ardhvlbhutam

J&n4aM mula-manirei}a nive'sayet ,)

The ^taff has to be new (nutanam), and made of bamboo (venumayam),
uaroutilated (avyattgam) t

with peel intact (sa-tvacam), straight or unbent

(malafc), hailing from a good locate
[subha-de'sajam); with internodes in odd

nunaber (pravardhamana-parvajk), and, its proportion has to be according
to the dimensions of the building (prasada-manena. pramanam parikalpayet.)
The relative proportion of the temple's basal diameter and that of the

fltf-sliff from the basis of the latter's height. As the text goes on to say,
for the temple having width from one to nine cubits (hastas) s the height of
ill* staff, would !.>.- four cubits; at furiher rise of building's height, the

cwraponding rise in the height of the staff would be two (inches at the
rise- of every cubit added

?j

"Tac ca hasigt.prabhrtt nava-hasta-paryantesu pratimg.prassdesu
ctuiVkstrsd srabhya dvivyddhya dauda-pramanam avaseyam'

1

,

The length of the banner is said to be half that of the jangha (?) or
upto the complete janghs or equal to the

(length) of the staff :?

"D&vajaifi ca ayamato jaflgh-stclha-lambi-jaAgh-antarii danda-prama-
c kartavyarii.

-

banner's, width has to be either ten, twelve or sixteen inches
"Vislaras tu

dasa-dvadasa-sodas-ahgula iiti"

What should be the proper height-relationship' between the pitcher-fimaUnd the banner has been suggested by clever inueodos. The text
for stance hints that the height of the flag staying a cubit above the'
pdttaufi...! keeps the builder free of pestilence and
Which Is two cubit, above, causes increase in children; that
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cubits above, leads to the increase in wealth and food; that which goes
above by four, causes increase in the royal treasury; and that which sours

high by five cubits, sets in green times just as it results in the augmenta-
tion of nation's possessions:

"Mukte hastocchrite kalasat karta roggtanka-varjitah syst / Dvi-
bastocchrite bahu-prajo bhavati / Td-hastocchrite dhana-dhanyair vardhate

Catur hast occhrite nrpa.vrddhih / Panca-hastocchrite subhiksam rastra-

vrddhi s ceti."

Tbe Nirvanakalika. dwells on several other vnstu rites and associated

ceremonies in which it brietJy hints to architectural terms; but no other

reference is so significant as those cited and briefly discussed in the fore,

going pages.

References

1. Editor Mohanlal B. Jhaveri, Bombay 1926.

2. Cf. Uraakant Premanand Shah, "MadhyakaTma Gujarati kaja-nafi ke{a1anfca Silpo"

(Guj,) t Sri Jaina-Satyaprakasft, year 17, No, 1, Ahmedabad 15.10,51, p. 22. The

original article appeared in Hindi in Jfianodaya, Kasi, year 3, No. 3,

3. The Nirvaiizkalika has been traditionally held to be the work by the earlier

Padalipta-Suri who flourished somewhere in the early centuries, The editor seem-

ingly accepts the early date. So does Mohanlal Dalichand Desai : Cf. Jaina

SSttitya-no Sanisksifia ItihSsa, Gujarati, Bombay 1933, p, 104.) Muni Kalyanvijaya

places it around the fifth century of Vikraina Era or raughly in the fourth century
of Christian Era : (Cf. srf KalySna Kalikg. Paricaya, Gujarati, Ahraedabad 1956. p.

51.) The content, the language, the advanced stage hinted by the elaborations in

rite, the medieval elegance and finesse and some of the architectural terms used

indicate the times not earlier than the end of the tenth or the beginning of the

next century,

4. The Vastu'iatras give the name of Nandi instead of Kala. In any case Nandi or

Kala and Mahakala are brahmanical divinities figuring as door-guardians of the

Sivaite temples. Its presence in a Jaina work is rather intriguing. The door-

guardians specified for the Jaina temple in Western Indian Vastu'sastras are quite
different and pertain to the Indras of different lokas in general. The iluviatile

goddesses Ganga and Yamuna are of course featured among the door-divinities.

The text mentions only kumbhaka which is one of the five mouldings of the Vecti-

bandha or lower part of the wall. There in no reference to pjiha or socle. The
treatment here is somewhat summary, or it may have implication in terms of style,

a temple in the late Pratlhara idiom perhaps. In any case the terminology is

purely Northern, or more precisely the one that prevailed in Central and Western

India from at least the tenth century onwards.

5. The Culaka etc,, by inference, could have come above the Timalasaraka. The culaka

could be the conical hat-like member with rounded top as on the Gop temple

(Ca. Late 6th Century), the Sun temple at Sri-nagara (Ca, 7th century), and as
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late as (he Nandesvara group of temples (Ca. early 10th century), all in Sautastra.

The MahS-Gurjara and Maru-Gurjara temples show candrika (moon-cap) instead.

1 he placement of dharmacakra seems in accord with the injunction of the Vastu-

$f,stras that ayudha or weapon of the divinity be placed above the kalasa as the

emblem or cognizance of the particular divinity. Since Jina possesses no weapon,

dharmacakra seerns to be the sudstitute thought proper in the context of his temple.

6. The text is not clear on this point.

7. The presence of the qualifying term Lambi instead of lambinam makes the interpre-

tation a little dubious as Ft. Babubhai Shah tells me. The vnstu'satsras make pataka

(flag) equal to the length of the dayda.



A NOTE ON '?f-

M. C. Modi

We, the editors of Neminaha-Cariu an Apabhrams'a Carita-Kavya, Dr.
Bhaysni and myself came across this expression which intrigued us in its

interpretation. The text, for the reference. I give below ;

(i)

\
etCi>

[Neminaha-Cariu p. 12. St. 43]
In the above text Jhe printed text : srog-^fora should be corrected to

[Neminaha-Cariu p. 62. St. 242]

I had a discussion about this knotty expression with my friends Pi.

Amrtbhai Bhojak and Pt. Rupendrakumar Pagaria. They pointed out the

following references to settle the meaning. The references are as under

(a)

Leaf 123 (a) last

lines
]

(b) 'rf^

P. 33. lino 4
]

(c) at

f%

The above references settled the meaning of the expression as 'wealth

which would last upto seven degrees of the descent of female offsprings.'

I have interpreted 'female offsprings' because '^f^
1 in all the references is

connected with a maid-servant or a courtesan. 'Seven' is mentioned because

the current idiom in Gujarati
(

^Tcl ^fs *nfc 3 *n n^Y 'He earned

wealth as much as would last upto seven degrees of descent
'

$ia-i^ has

come into vogue because of
;efqocT[

in ^r^, eligible fo share the
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offered at the time of yfg for the dead who shares it, some the whole and

some its smear, [gftosm 3 m $& frfaf^l I ig*lft] Tile analogy of

seven degrees has been extended to i}fq also. If %for is found with refere-

nce to the degrees of descent of male offsprings, the meaning will have to

be extended. The references to %aft
t

metaphorically applied to 'stream i.e.

line* also is there in ftifoft 'for example but ^fti is in the sense of 'a

degree in tbe line of descent
1

. That is only the obstacle in excluding ^*)

sk. Vi the source of ^% "degree*. If other references are found to elucidate

the expression f^' the meaning may further be extended and cleared.

Probably ^ 'a braid
1

metaphorically be applied to 'female offsprings' of

maids and courtesans., if no reference otherwise to the extension of the

meaning be found,

Rtferencti

L Haribhadra Stiri, Neminaha-Cariu : L.D. Series Volume 1, No, 25, Ahmedabad,
2, Giweandra'sMahSvar.CaEiya: Devchand Lalbhai PustakoddharaGranthSnka 75, Sum.
3, Bhojsdeval (iigSra-manjari-Kaha : Singhi Series Dhartiya Vidya-Bhayan, Bombay'

GrantMiiltft M,
'

'

4, Sinradeva'i Skhyfaaka-Mani-Koh : Prakrta-Text Society Series, Ahmedabad-



DHANAPSLA AND SOME ASPECTS OF
MODERN FICTIONAL TECHNIQUE*

N. M. Kansara

I : CRITICAL BACKGROUND :

As with the European Romances written in Middle Ages,
1 so in

Sanskrit, the Romances like Bana's Kadambar! and Dhanapala's Tilaka-

manjan are, in general, works of fiction in which the imagination is

unrestricted. In form they were long, resembling works of poetry in rhymed
or alliterative prose occasionally interpers-ed with a verse or two. They con-

centrate on story rather than on character, and the story concerns unreal

people engaged in strange, often supernatural, adventures. Their wide

appeal is as a literature of escape, The remarks of Mr, W. p, Kei*,

though meant for the medieval European authors of twelfth century Roman-

ces, strangely apply to Sanskrit Prose-romances ; variety of incident,

remoteness of scene, ami all the incredible things in the world, had been

at the disposal of medieval authors. Mere furniture counts for a good deal

in the best romances, and they are full of descriptions of riches and

splendours. In such passages of ornamental description the name of strange

people ad of foreign kings have the same kind of value as the names of

precious stones, and sometimes (hey are introduced on their account.

Sometimes this fashion (if rich description and allusion has been overdone.

There may be discovered in some writers a preference for classic subjects in

their ornamental digressions, or for the graceful forms of allegory. One

function of romance is to make an immediate literary profit out of all

accessible books of learning. It was a quick-witted age and knew how to

turn quotations and allusions. Much of its art is bestowed in making

pedantry look attractive.

II : DESCBIPTION, SCENE AND RETROSPECT :

When a novelist halts his moving world and tells us what he sees,

says Phyllis Bentiey,
3 we term that type of narrative as 'description'; when

he moves it slovly and tells us single specific Actions we have leained to

term that type of narrative a 'scene
1

;
when he rolls his fictitious world

rapidly by the integrated campaign, the some total of a character, a

summarised account of his gradual conversion to a new course of life, it

can be called 'retrospect' or 'summary'.

The description, the scene and the summary have quite distinct uses,

distinct parts to play in fiction, The scene gives the reader feeling of

Sambodhi 3.1
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participating in the action very intensely, and is therefore used for intense

moments, such as the crisis, the climax and a sequence of actions. The

summary is most frequently used to convey rapidly a sketch of past. The

proper use, the right mingling, of scene, description and summary is the

art of fictitious narrative. The later novelists, (oo, employ devices to make

summary appear as scene and thus rob it of its tedium, casting it in the

guise of one character's reflections upon another, dialogue between the twg

characters and so on. 1

(A) DESCRIPTIONS :

Descriptions in the Tilakamanjan (TM) B may roughly be classified

into those of; (i) places and things; (ii) persons; (iii) actions of individuals
and animals; (iv) groups in action; (v) seasons, situations and etc.; and
(vi) moods and affections. The following enumeration of each type of des-

criptions in the TM would illustrate the wealth of the poet's artistic Variety
of subjects covered, thereby revealing his genius,

(i) Among the descriptions of places and things, the following
are noteworthy : the city of Ayodhya (pp. 7-9); the temple of the Goddess
Sri {pp. 33-34); the celestial Nandana garden (pp. 56-57); the bank of the
river Saraya (pp. 105-106); the shower-house (pp, 106-107); the assembly-
hall (p. 115); the outskirts of the city of Kaflci (pp. 116-118); the ocean
(pp. 120-122); military camp (p. 120); Lanka (pp. 134-135); the island
Ratnakuta {p. 137 and pp. 147-148); a boat being commanded by sailor-
chief (pp. 145-146); the inner apartment of prince Harivahana's palace
(p. 174); the Kamarupa region (p. 182); the Vindhya forest incorporating
the word-picture of a tribal village of Sabaras (pp. 199-200); the Adrstapsra

!akeJ2G2-2Q5);
Jain temple (pp. 214-216); the adytum of the temple and

1 ,

ld *?abha inStaI 'ed therdn
'(pp - 2I6-217

;
a P]aintain bower

ftp. 228-229); a dagger (p. 244); a wood-land (p .234); the forest lyingbetween the Va.tsdhya mountain and Mount Ekakaga pp. 233-235). the

ofL d M T
(PP' 259"26

); ^ ^ PaVili " <> 265 2<* *" -of Lord Matavira (p. 275); the M>ka
tree, the temple Of Cupid and the

(pp -

^^
King Meghavstana and his royal conduct (m, \i / n ..'

''

(PP. 21-23) ; tte VldyaJbara Muni (7 23 ,' ,h v^* Madirava"

-P-bta (pp. 35-3
8)I tte

'
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Gandharvaka (pp. 164-165) ; Harivahana seated with Tilakamanjaii lying

on a bed of lotus leaves (pp. 229-230) ;
Samaraketu on his arrival at the

creeperbower of Harivahana after his long journey through the Vindhya

forest (p. 230) ;
Samaraketu sailing in a boat as seen by Malayasiradan

(p. 276}; Tilakamanjan (pp. 246-247); citizens of Kane! (p. 260); Samara-

ketu as described by Malayasundan lying in his lap (pp. 310-312) ;

Vidyadhara Queen Patralekha (pp. 340-341} ;
love-lorn Tilakamafijan

(pp. 368-369) ; Harivahana seated on the throne (p. 403) ;
unconscious

Tilakamanjan (pp. 415-416); and the Goddess Sri as seen by Priyangusun-

dan (pp. 408-409).

(iii) Among the descriptions of individuals and animals in

action, the following are interesting : love-sports of King Meghavshana

(pp. 17-18); the birds drinking water from the drains of household wells

(p. 67); humdrum of joyful inmates of King Meghavshana's harem after

the birth of Prince Harivghaua (p. 76) ;
commotion of soldiers in a military

camp due to a night-attack (p. 84) ;
a pair of fast-riding messengers (p. 85) ;

arrowfight between Vajnyudha and Samaraketu (p. 89) ; worship of the

ocean (p. 123) ;
Samarketu boarding a ship (p. 131) ; ways and means of

teasing the animals (p. 183) ;
an enraged mad elephant and efforts of the

elephant-trainers to pacify it (p. 185) ; the acquatic birds heading towards

water (p. 204) ;
the leader of a herd of hogs (p. 208J ;

a group of horses

(p. 226) ;
the Holy-Bath Ceremony of Lord Mahavira (p. 269) ; attempt at

suicide by hanging (pp. 305-306) ;
a parrot greeting the king (p. 375) ;

Mahodara brandishing a bunyan branch in anger (p. 381); a yoimg wife

urging her husband not to die (p. 397); and Harivahana propitiating the

mystic Vidyas (pp. 399-400).

(iv) The notable descriptions of groups in action are: King

Meghavghana's retinue in procession (pp, 65-66) ;
an army out for night-

attack (pp. 85-86) ;
a marching procession of Samarketu (pp. 115-116) ;

cows let free for grazing (p. 117) ;
the tired crew of a naval force (p. 138);

hullabaloo of an army landing on the sea-shore (p. 139-140) ;
a naval

camp (p. 140) ;
a group of flying Vidyad haras (pp. 152-153); soldiers cha-

sing a running mad elephant (p. 187); procession of the Vidyadhara

Emperor Harivahana (p. 233); a fair (p. 323) and the festivities in a royal

harem (p. 423).

(v) The following seasons, situations and etc,, have been described

in the TM : the Rainy Season (pp. 179-180) ; the Spring Season (pp. 297-

298) ; early morning in rural mountainous area (pp. 123-124) ;
the day-

break (pp. 150-152 and 357-358); the Dawn (pp. 237-238); the Sunset

(pp. 350-351); the ceremony before setting out on an expedition (pp. 115-

116) ;
earth as seen from the sky (p. 242) ;

a (lust-storm raised by the figh-

ting forces (p. 87) ;
a battle (p. 88) ;

the shower of arrows (p. 90
); and

boiling butter and churning of curds (p. 117).
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(vi) Of the moods affections and the lite depicted by Dhaaapjjla

tlie following are noteworthy : menial agony of King Meghavahana due to

want of a son (pp. 20-21); the devotion to Lord Rsabha Jina (pp. 39-40);

the effect of calamity on different types of persons (p. 41); the grandeur

of the Goddess Sri (pp. 57-58); the effect of the divine ring on Vajrayudha
aad the inimical forces (pp. 91-92) ;

the effect of new environment on

Sfemaraketu (p, 133); the effect of music on the mad elephant (p. 187);

the Intensity of feeling of the soldiers pursuing the mad elephant (p. J87);

dejected and tired soldiers (pp. 188-189); the effect of an unexpected good
news on the dejected soldiers (p. 192); the effect of bad news and change
of atmosphere in a military camp (p. 193); experience of Harivshana

during his ride on the fl>ing mad elephant (p. 2-U); the effect of the advent

of youth on different persons (p, 264); menial condition of Malayasundari
when she found herself brought to a strange place (p. 265); the effect of
bve at first sight on Malayasundari (pp. 277-278); the effect on Samaraketu
when he sees Maiayasundan.(pp. 278-279;; the treatment of a person saved

from toe gallows (p. 311); the feeling of a lover's touch to a beloved

.(pp. 312-313); the reactions of Gandharvadaita on hearing the account of
b*r daughter being kidnapped and returned by the Vidyadharas (p! 327);
the effect of poison on a person (p, 335); the hindrances in the path of
penance fpp. 399-400); and haste and curiosity (pp, 423-424).

It is a measure -of Dhanapsla's sense of propriety that he has taken
ntmo&t care to fully harmonize the descriptions of natural phenomena like

.the seasons, the day-break, the Sunset and the
like, with the psychological

raood of the character in the context; the Nature in this process invariably
gets personified and shares the joys and sorrows of the character.

'

(B) SCENES :

The prominently noteworthy scenes in the TM may be enumerated
tern. They are : King Meghavghana's meeting with the Vidyadhara Muni
(pp. 25-33); h.t meeting with god Jvalanapwbha (pp. 38-45), which includes
i it . p.cr!ire of a sacked Vidyadhara city and its royal palace (pp. 40-41V
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Lord Rsabha ard rrajhg <o the image of the Jina (pp. 216-219); his

meeting with Gandharvaka (pp. 222-223); Harivahana's view of the world

as seen from atop the Vaitadhya mountain (pp. 239-240); Harivahana's

view of the regions passing below as he is being carried in the sky by the

flying elephant (pp. 242-243): his meeting with Malayasundari (pp. 256-259);

the assembly of the Vidyadhara Emperor Vicitravirya in the temple of Lord

Mahavira (pp. 266-267); Samaraketu sailing in a boat (p 276); Malayasun-
darl's attempt at suicide by .hanging herself and Bandiiusundari's attempt

at rescuing her (pp. 301-309); Taranagakkha scolding Malayasundari (pp.

335-336); Harivahana's meeting with Tilakamanjari at the temple of Lord

]J.sabha (pp. 360-366!; Mahodara stopping Gandharvaka's aeroplane and

cursing him (pp. 381-383); the Vidyadhara couple competing for committ-

ing suicide by falling first from a precipice (pp. 397-398); the goblins trying

to hinder Harivahana as lie sat steadily propitiating the mystic Vidyas

(pp. 399-400); and the Maharsf imparting religious instruction to an audi-

ence (pp. 406-413).

(C) RESTROSPECT or SUMMARY :

Dhanapsla has employed the technique of retrospect on a number of

occasions with various intentions, such as keeping the audience abreast of

the story related upto a point, drawing their attention to (he skill displa-

yed by him in or the purpose served by a particular device or description,

and to enhance the curiosity by posing new questions relating to the

missing links in the story and thereby setting their imagination to work.

The following instances are worth noticing particularly in (he light of the

technique of retrospect :

(J)
The whole passage comprising the questions posed by Samaraketu

to Gandharvaka (pp. 223, 20ff,) reminds the audience about the past events

regarding the promise of Gandharvaka to return to Ayodhya and his

mission of delivering the message of Citralekhs to Vicitravirya.

(2) The incidents about Malayasundari being stealthily kidnapped

by the Vidyadharas, her talk with Vicitravirya, her love at first sight with

Samarakrtu, and her attempt at drowning herself in the ocean, are recapi-

tulated by way of retrospect in the course of the narration of silent thinking

of Malayasundari (p. 310, 4ff.).

(3) A missing link is supplied when Samaraketu's efforts at saving

Malayasundari are pictured briefly by means of a passing reference to past

events of that occasion by Bandhusundan (p. 314, Sff.)

(4)
The repetition of the same words of Malayasundari (p. 320, 20ff.)

by Taraka are meant to serve as the lever by him to goad Samaraketu to

|o to Kanci; and, while reminding him of the incident of Malayasundari's

acceptance of his love by throwing the garland in his neck and conveying
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her message apparently addressed to the temple-priest boy but slyly meant

for Taraka and Samarakctu (p. 288, "Off.),
it indicates the future course of

events in the narrative.

(51 The reflective brief monologue of Harivahana, while emphasizing

the moral indirectly, reminds the audience of the turn of events that have

taken place in the life of Prince Hawaiian* consequent to his being carried

t>ff by the flying elephant (346. 8iT.).

{6} While consoling Malayasundari about the well-being of Samara-

ktlu, Harivahana recounts in passing the incidents of the night-attack by,

and capture of, Samaraketu, his dejection on listening to the interpretation

tif the unidentified love-letter, and his message to Malayasundari despat-

ched through Gandharvaka (p, 347, Iff).

(7) The words of Harivabana, retorting Tilakamafijari (p. 363, 3ff,) are

meant to recount the incidents connected with his first encounter with her

In the Cardamon-bowen

(8) The report of Gandharvaka (pp. 378-384} supplies the missing

links while linking in passing the past events about his carrying the mes-

sage to Viciiravirya, about Samaraketu's letter despatched through him,

afcuut Malayasundan's transportation to a remote hermitage and her

attempt at suicide by eating the poisonous fruit there, about Harivahana

baing carried away by the flying elephant, about the incidents of the

parrot, abaut the attempts at suicide by Saniaraketu and Malayasundarj

and their rescue, and about the latter finding herself suddenly in the

aeroplane floating in the waters of the Adrsiapara lake,

(9) In the course of revealing the past births of Ihe heroes tha heroi-

nes, the poet summarizes, through the medium of Maharsi (pp. 411ff ),

the past events about the meeting of King Meghavahana with god Jvalana-

prabha and about Sumsli's dalliance with Svayamprabhs.

(D) COMINGLING OF THE DISCRIPTIONS, AND ETC, ;- .

Over and above the forgoing discussion and enumeration of the instances

of descriptions, scenes and summaries, it is necessary to point out to some

aspects of the technique of comingling them in the course of the narrative

by Dhanapala.

Tfcew are instances when the poet, while he describes a particular

psychological situation or a mood, seeks to create a scenic effect, as for

instance in the depiction of King Meghavahana's anxietj due to want of

a son, Here Dhanapsla conjures up a scene wherein the Devarg's, the

Pttra, the Jine of the Iksvakus, the Goddess-of-Fortune, the Earth, the sub-

jects, the youthful age and the Vedtc Dharma, all of them simultaneously
urge the king to fulfil his obligations to them by procuring a son in order
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to, respectively, preserve the ancestral scholarly tradition, to ensure uninte-

rrupted oblations, to provide a guide, to supply a resort, to offer a

substratum, to give protection, to bid farewell with regrets,, and to scold

him. The overall picture that emerges is that of a man surrounded by a

number of grumbling persons goading or gheraoing him repeatedly to fulfil

their demands. Here is a specimen of a description assuming the garb of

a scene,

There are, on the other hand, instances where the scene takes up the

form of a description in the TM, as for instances, in the description of

the regions beyond the outskirts of the city of Kafici up to the sea-shore

(pp. 118-122). Dhanapsla here pictures the rows of villagers standing in

wait for the approaching royal procession of Samaraketu when he starts on

,.a naval expedition. The successive series of scenes here consists of the

waiting villagers, with their peculiar dresses, thinking habits, peculiar res-

ponses to the members of the procession, their, eagerness, the disadvantage

taken of their absence in their fields by government officials and robbers,

their exploitation by village money-lenders, their houses and so on; all

these are depicted in the form of a single compound phrase, runn5ng for

about twu pages, and cast in the garb of descriptive narration, though

actually it is a constantly moving focus on various aspects of village life.

Ill : NARRATIVE CONVENTION :

The commencement of Dhanapala's TM can be classed as "the fairy-tale

formula" of 'Once upon a time and then they lived happily ever

after' , which neatly escapsulates the action of the story, placing it in a

detached perspective; it exists in an ordered sequence, irrelevancies elimina-

ted. But the narrative is not quite as straightforward as that. In order to

involve the listener directly in the story, Dhanapala frequently adopts the

convention of pretending that things are happening here and now; imagery

and dialogue are made to work before our eyes, though he actually utilizes

the past tense in his narration, One advantage of this is that he is free to

call upon his characters to appear when he needs them. Since he knows

the outcome of his story he is in a position to pick the salient points of

its development and show the character in action at those points only.'

IV : POINT OF VIEW :

Some times several narrators exist in the same novel, so that one

narrative fits inside another like a set of Chinese boxesj this is Emily

Bronte's technique in 'Wuthering Heights'.
* In Dhanapala's TM, too, the

role of the narrator is transferred from the author himself to Samaraketu

to Harivahana, the latter's narrative incorporating in itself the narrative of

Malayasundan, Gandhatvafca and etc., much in the same manner of the

above mentioned set of Chinese boxes.?
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V: TIME:

No narrative exists that does not create some kind of lime scheme;

every novel is both 'an organization of events in time' and 'a piece of

history'.' One of the functions of the story-teller is to be everywhere at

the same time, mindful of past history, conscious of the present and aware

of the possibilities of the future, In the narrative all known or expected

time can be brought to focus on the immediate event, and in the process

the "novelist's clock" is made to tell different times simultaneously.
31 On

the simplest level, we demand that a novel offer an 'authentic' version of

reality.
12

Dhanapala seems to be rather particular with his time scheme. The

narrative begins about one year before the birth of Prince Harivshana, The

king met with the VidySdhara Muni and god Jvalanaprabha and obtained

the boon from the Goddess Sn within three months prior to the conception

of Harivahana by Queen MadirSvati. Sixteen years are allowed to elapse

to enable Prince Harivahana to come of age and properly be educated in

various arts and crafts so i,s to equip him for his role of a hero.33

Vajrayudha launched his attack on Kanci and laid the siege of the

city in the sarad season of Harivahana's sixteenth year." It was on

Madana-trayodasi day, i.e. on the thirteenth day of the bright half proba-

bly of the month of Caitra," that Vajrayudha demanded the hand of

Malayasundari as a price of peace. On the same night Malayasundari tried

to commit suicide in the Kusuinakara garden at Kanci16 and was saved

by Samaraketu who had a brief meeting with her for an hour or so in the

presence of Bandhusundari, before he launched his surprise night-attack

against Vajrayudha. These events seem to have taken place roughly between
about 8-30 p. tu. to 10-30 p. m. Early next morning Malayasundari was
sent away to the remote hermitage of Kulapati Saniatapa. Meanwhile, at

about mid-nighe Samaraketu launched his night-attack*' and was captured
alive. And in a few days he arrived at the court of King MeghavShana at

Ayodbya roughly in the month of Vaisakha. Thus, the siege of Kanci
lasted for about six months or so.

Interestingly enough, It was on the same Madana-trayodafii day of
Samaraketu's surprise night-attack at Kafld that Mafijiraka came across,
and picked up, a strange love letter near the temple of Cupid in the
Mattakokila garden at Ayodhya P He seems to have kept it with him for
about a year, or somewhat less and forgotten it; but, he seems to be
reminded of it perhaps due to some point in the poetic meet reminiscent
of a cognate situation [

In the Summer reason of Harivahana's seventeenth year Samaraketu
accompanied him in the Mattakokila garden,!' and Maftjiraka produced
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the love-letter before the former for interpretation, and Samarakefu began

to relate his story. ,

Now, prior to his night-attack against Vajrayudha on Madana-trayo-

dasi, Saraaraketu arrived and stayed at Kifici for five or six days." Prior

to this, he saw Malayasundari at the temple on the Ratnakuta island on

the day next to that of the Kaumudi-mahotsava, i.e. the full-moon, day of

the month of Karttika^1 the same day on which the Holy-Bath Ceremony
of Lord Mahavlra was performed by the Vidyad haras at mid-night. At that

time Malayasundari was sixteen,
22 and Samaraketu had already completed

his eighteenth year.
23 Thus, Malayasundari was of the same age as that of

Harivahana, and Samaraketu was elder to the prince by two years ! It,

thus, follows that "Malayasundan was first seen by Samaraketu about six

months prior to his night-attack.

Gandharvaka started with Citralefchs's errand and met Harivabaaa on

the same day on which the latter went to the Mattakoklla garden at Ajfo-

dhys. The letter of Samaraketu despatched through Gandharvaka on that

day reached Malayasundari the very next day when she was about to drown

herself in the Adrstapara lake. ad On the same day, but before the message

was found by Malayasundan, Gandharvaka incurred the curse of Mahodata

and was transformed into a parrots
5

Malayasundan was born to Gandharvadatta in the third, or fourth

year after the latter's marriage with King Kusumasekhara of Kafici.*8 The

message sent by Citralekha, through Gandharvaka, to Vicitravjrya shows

that the identity of Gandharvadatts was well-established when Gandharvaka

:
first met Harivshana, When Gandharvadatta was kidnapped and separated

from her kins, she was about ten years of age and she was most probably

married in her sixteenth year. Thus, her identity was established roughly

in her thirty-sixth year ! It was roughly before as many years that King

Meghavahana was busy enjoying love-sports with his queens, though fruit-

lessly so far as a male issue was concerned. And it was roughly in his

early fifties that he was enlightened by the VidySdhara Muni. (This was

roughly the age at which Dhanapaia himself was enlightened by Mahendra-

sari, through his disciple Sobhana Muni, the younger brother of Dhana*

pslal)

After the departure of Gandharvaka from Ayodhys, Harivshana

passed the Gnsma and the Varisa seasons; he set out on a visit of his

domains at the start of tue arad season.

In the meantime,
"
after Gandharvaka carried unconscious Malays-

sundan In the aeroplane and, having incurred the curse of Mahpdara,

became a parrot, Citramgya waited for about six months to execute the

advice of Gandhrvaka*? e^$ then, assuming the form of Hariv^ha,q8'

Sambocjhi 3.1
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favourite elephant, carded him to the Ekasnftga region.*
3

Thus, Hari-

T?Shana waited for Qandharvaka for about four months,30 and travelled in

Mi domains for about two months, before he was carried away by the

mad elephant.

After the disappearance of Harivshana, Samaraketu travelled to the north

of Lauhitya mountain, and passed through the Vindhya forest aad, at the

end of six months, arrived at Mount Ekasmga and met Harivahana again.

Toe month of Msrgasaha passed when he was oa his way,
51 Harivahana

ceremoniously entered the Vidysdhara city of Gagaaavallabha and was

coronated as the Emperor of the Vidyadharas on the same day on which

Samaraketu arrived and met him on Mount Ekasrnga. 32 And prior to

(bat, Harivahana propitiated the mystic Vidyas for six months. This

roughly coincides with the time just after his being kidnapped by the

flying elephant and his arrival at Ekasrnga. During the six months of

Hartvshana's penance, Tilakamaftjari was waiting for the expiry of the

period of six months stipulated by her father for searching out the prince!

It seems Harivahana met Tilakamafijan the very next day, was invited

by her on the second day, returned to Ayodhya on the third day, returned

to ValtSdbya on the fifth day, and started his penance and propitiation of

tbe my&tie Vidyas on the sixth day after his arrival to the region for the

first time, About a week may be assumed to have been probably spent by
SamwaketH during this very period in waiting for the news about

Htrivihana, getting a message from him, and setting out in search of him.
The events move in such a quick succession.

By the time Harivahana met Malayasundarr for the first time at the

tenple on Mount Ekasrrtga, she was about eighteen years. Thus, about
two years seem to have elapsed between the periods when Samaraketu and
Bativfhtna saw her for the first times respectively.

It is, thus very clear that our novelist-poet skillfully offered an
awtiMntic* version of reality by compressing the actual action of the TM
fa t period of roughly two years, though by constantly moving the focus
back and forth from past to present, he created an illusion of coveringm expanse of three births of both the sets of the heroes and the heroines
Here can we claim that Dhanapala has succeeded in maintaining the
Aristotelian *uaity of time,' and with the help of the supernatural the
'unity of place- too, though the places Of action are situated at and
separated by, thousands of miles from one another.

CAUSE AND CONTINGENCY t

The noveMn its dealings with human
affairs, implicitly acknowledges

th place of drcumstaacial, though not causal, evidence, Questions of
reduce are consequently very ambiguous ; what is 'relevant' to a
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includes both the causal and the contingent.
83 Graham Hough makes a

tellingly obvious, though often ignored, point : the novel includes more of

merely contingent, the accidental, than any other literary kind.
34

:

Dhanapala has made profuse use of the contingent, and later on revealed

the causal behind it ! The following few specimens would suffice to

confirm this point :

(1) The surprise .night-attack by Samaraketu35
, which apparently looks

accidental having no connection whatsoever with the current story of

Meghavahana and Harivshana, is found later on to be causally connected

with Malayasundan's love for Samaraketu who resorts to that out-of-the-

way measure in order to uphold the honour of both her father and himself

and win her on the strength of his own character rather than elope with

her and betray the trust put by her, as also by his own, father In him.3*

(2) The strange music from the unknown island5"1

which attracts the

attention of, and impels, Samaraketu to trace the source of it looks quite

contingent. But we later on know that it was the music of the festival of

the Holy-Bath Ceremony of Lord Mahavira.38

(3) The sudden appearance of a parrot on the scene in response to

the invocation of Kamalagupta* looks strangely accidental and mysterious

at the point ;
but the mystery turns into a natural causal consequence

when we find that the parrot is none else but Gandharvaka, cursed by

Mahodara* ,
and that he carried the message in keeping with his promise

to Harivahana.41

VII : CHARACTER AND SYMBOLISM :

Just as dialogue and manners can be used by the novelist to 'place*

his characters socially and culturally, so a fabric of symbolism may enable

the writer to create a moral or intellectual framework for the action of

his novel, Symbolism allows an author to link the limited world of
' Ms

characters to one of the greatest systems of values, so that we are made

to compare the happening in the novel with their mythological or -historical

parallels. Specific actions in the story illustrate general patterns of

behaviour, and the private character acquires a new importance when he

is seen in the light of his symbolic counterpart. A system of symbolism

usually depends on the existence cf a commonly known body of ideas

and beliefs. In Western literature three basic systems recur most frequently. ;

the symbolism of Christianity, of classical mythology and of Romanticism.

Christian morality is of course ingrained into the history of the novel.*2
^

Dhanapala's TM has its own system of symbolism. When once we

keep in mind the extreme respect and love he had for his royal patrom

like Muflja and Bhoja, the characters like Meghavahana, Harivshana and
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Samarafcetu reveal in them many of the traits of their personality.
43 And

t view of the environment in which (he poet lived, it is but natural that

tfce symbolism of classical Hindu and Jaina mythology and morality

invariably enter into the working of the character.

The typical Jainistic attitude of Harivahaua to hunting, the importance

of pilgrimage to Jaiaa holy places, the merit earned by building Jaina,

temples, (be religious fervour in worshipping the images of the Tttthaft -

karas, the implicit faith in them as the Saviours from the interminable

ocean of transmigratory existence, as the Supreme Guides on the path of

Eternal Bliss, the necessity of putting unflinching faith In their teaching .

all these values permeate in the whole body of the TM. The unending
Viodbya forest symbolizes the common world of pleasures, the "Adrgtapsra-
sst&ssra" of the TM

;
the Admapsra lake Is the symbol of the essence of

religion, here Jalnisni
; the heavenly enjoyments are symbolized by the

garden encompassing the Jaina temple ; and the state of Final Emancipation
is symbolized by the Jaina temple with an image of the Tirthahkaras
Installed therein.

Again, the characters also symbolize particular rejigous attitufes.

Tto, Harivahana represents in essence a perfectly devout Jaina house-
bolder ; Samarafcetu a man engrossed in worldly pleasures and non-Jaina
way of Hfe; fee 'flying elephant symbolizes the divine assistance available
to the devout followers.

Viewed from this symbolical angle the TM affords a glimpse of the
foartfe dimension,

VIII : CHARACTER AND LOCATION ;

The sense of the visual Interaction between character and landscape
1

?
8t

?u
S ' ftatUIC f fiCti n as a necessary elem^ in cinema

twenteth-century development of movies has
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IX : GHA1ACTEE AND SUBMERGED FOEM :

It is a character of the novel that it is in a constant process of

invention : a particular type of story gains currency, lasts for twenty-five

or fifty years in the case of Sanskrit novels of medieval ages, for a century

or two
,
then fades. Over the same period new categories will .have come

into .the existence and each will probably have only a limited span. The

history of the novel is Jittered with the husk of such temporary forms. The

eighteenth century picturesque novel, the romance, the Victorian adventure

story and improving moral tale all these were appropriate to the conditions

of their own time. Sooner or later they became over-worked, and for a

time were dropped altogether as useful structures. But the writers of every

period have returned to these apparently burnt-out types, adopting them

for an ironic or satiric purpose."

Though we cannot claim that Dhanapala "revived" the form of

narration developed by Bana in order to adopt it for some satiric purpose,

we are sure that tie adopted it to his own purpose of a subtly allegorical

narrative. A subtle satirical point of view with reference to the structure of

Bana's novels may possibly be found in the remarks where he calls the Katbss

based on the story from Gunadhya's Brhatkatha as (I veritable cloak sewed

from rags".
46

Moreover, a reference in the TM to an important incident

from Sana's Ksdambarr, viz., the one concerning the curse incurred by

Vaiaampayana and his transformation into a parrot, *? Gandharvaka's

remarks about the incredibility of this motif if handled without proper

rational basis,*
8 and the passing reference to the lack of the knowledge of

dramaturgy marring the peculiarity of the literary form,
49 if viewed In

proper perspective of literary history and of Dhanapsla'^s .performance^

would definitely reveal the subtle satirical vein in his master piece with

reference to handling of this form by his predecessors.

X : CONCLUSION :

The above discussion, with reference to the technique of fiction as

found in the modern Western fiction, illustrates how the techniques which

are deemed to be modern by modern critics of both the occidental and

oriental literatures, were in fact not quite unknown to the .medieval

Sanskrit writers of Prose-Romances, and herein lies the universal value

and appeal of Sanskrit Prose-Romance as medieval Indian novel.
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VLVAHAVALLABHAMAHAKAVYA :

A lost Jaina Sanskrit poem

Satya Vrat

While the Jaina church occupied itself in the enrichment of literature,

the laity took meticulous care to preserve it through various devices such

as multiplication of Mss and establishment of libraries in different parts

of the country. It is a tribute to their catholicity and sagacity that some
of the rarest works of different sects are found in Jaina Bhandsras only.

However, despite all safeguards natural factors coupled with wanton destru-

ction by foreign marauding hordes have resulted in the loss of a sizable

mass of literature. Vivahavallabhamuhakavya (VM) is one such work which

seems to have been irretrivably lost. It is known only through its 17th

canto, the full text of which is happily preserved in a Ms in the collection

of Agarchand Nshats, the noted Jaina savant and antiquarian of Bikaner,

The Ms itself is defective. Seven of its folios are lost. The remaining
seventeen (8-24) contain, besides the extant canto of VM, ten shorter works

or parts thereof. The Ms is not dated, but, on paleographic grounds, can

be assigned to the 15th century.

As the colophon would indicate, the VM had for its theme the life-

account of Tirthankara Neminatha, with particular stress on his proposed

marriage with Rajimati, the charming daughter of Ugrasena. The present

canto sets forth, in charming language, Rajimati's admonition to Nemi and

her realisation of the knowledge of self. In view of the sequence of events

of Nemi's life as described in Barivaih'sapwana of Jinasena I, the admoni-

tion could have been occasioned by her rebuttal through Nemi's sudden

acceptance of monkhood in preference to the joys of marital life. The

young Nemi had countenanced his marriage but was so repelled by the

proposed mass animal-killings that he abandoned it right in the midst

of its execution. This left poor Rajimat! aghait. But instead of dissipa-

ting herself in mundane pursuits she follows in the footsteps of her Lord.

In this philosophical canto she makes a fervent appeal to the Lord to bless

her with spiritual illumination. Following this she feels with the poet that

knowledge of self alone is real. All else is illussion, It is a gateway to

salvation. (3) This is also quintessence of the teachings of the master (30).

It sets at naught the physical and mental afflictions and leads to the fulfill-

ment of desires. Self-realisation stabilises the mind which enables the person

to concentrate on deeper problems of life. (24, 27). Nemi's life has been the

subject of two sanskrit MahakUvyas in Jaina literature, Vsgbhata's Neminir-

vaa and Kirtiraja's NeminGthamakdkfivya are so well known. Considering
the events as set forth therein, it can be safely assumed that the VM
must have contained at least three more cantos, describing the Lord's

penance a.nd sermon and his attainment of knowledge (Kaivalya and
salvation.)
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Thus it must have been an interesting poem of twenty cantos. As such its

loss is to be lamented.

The extant canto of the poem Is written in Adi yamaka, the last word

or a part thereof of the preceedlng verse forming the beginning of each

following verse, interspersed with other figures of speech like Upamn,

Rupaka, Anupmsa & Virodha which demonstrate the author's penchant for

the embellishment of his poem. In consonance with the injunction

Of the poeticians one metre (Anus(up) preponderates here which however

changes towards the end; the last two verses being in bikharini and

ardulavikndita. The poet wields a facile pen. The language of the poem is

chaste Sanskrit with few errors, which are obviously the result of scribal

negligence.

The canto is edited here for the first time. An attempt has been made
to correct the text, but gaps therein have been left to themselves.
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This doctrine
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and watch a man drowning in the river with undisturbed tranquillity
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prevent it. You cannot combat manifest fate\

(Mauttg Maung)
who would give all their savings to a religious festival,

toward the building of a pagoda, or covering the images at the

temple with gold leaves, go about unmoved when unfortunate chil-

dren under in search of homes or go waste in need of schooling
3

,

1. Melford E. Spiro Buddhism and Seciety (
London George Allen

&Unwin, 1971) P. 431.

2. Shway yoe ( Games George scott
)

The Burma his life & act-

ions (London Macmillen & Go. 1896 ), P. 430.

3. Mauug Maung, Law and custom in Burmarn (
The Burmese)

Family (the Hogue Marlinus Nyhoff, 1963), P. 81.
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"In Highest Yoga, the methods for firming the mind are to

meditate on a salutory object within the context of not allowing

bad thoughts to be generated, and along with this to concentrate on

important places in the body. Through these methods the Highest

yoga path is faster than the other, and this is due to the fact that

the mind depends on the body, one concentrates on the channels, in

which mainly blood, mainly semen or only currents on energy (wind)

flow. Then since currents of energy cause the mind to move to

objects, a yogi reverses this currents and thus there is nothing to stir

the mind, the mind does not stir or move to other objects.
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INDIVIDUAL & SOCIETY :THE BUDDHIST VIEWPOINT

PROFESSOR B. V. KISHAN

Buddhism recognises the concreteness of the world and the life of

man. The words of the Buddha reflect the multi-dimensional aspects of

human life within the perspective of the moral values, ideals and concepts

which aim to coalesce the distortions and conflicts faced by men in

history. Buddhism has stressed on the deeper bonds which link mankind

together. Both on the individual and social levels the non-recognition of

the unity underlying all rnanisfestations in nature throw the social sanity

into jeopardy. Buddhist philosophy, in so far as it is near to the teaching

of the Buddha inspires the individual to rise to great heights of altruism,

and thus adopt a constructive role in shaping his life and society in accor-

dance with the precepts laid down by the Buddha.

Man emerges as a vital entity in Buddhism. The shape and tone of

his life has to be constructed and defined by the individual himself. It

is true that according to the Buddhist theory the influence of past actions

is strong in the makeup of man, but this does not mean that there is no

scope to have redemption from the morass of suffering, evil and stagna-

tion faced by man. The right actions can undo that which is the source

of suffering and evil maintains the Buddha. The individual emerges supreme
in the face of the heavy odds against him, due to the reason that the

constituents which comprise him possess all the potentiality required to

push him towards the higher success morally and also worldly. It is true

that the Buddhist theory has given a most positive connotation of the

moral values and has elaborately dealt with the nature and content of

moral action.

But this should not be taken as indicative of any lack of positive

approach towards the world and the human responsibilities which they

bring forth* Moral values and ideals do not presuppose a vacuum to

function without the presence of the numerous elements which formulate

the totality of human life and activities. Moral theory can be exercised

only in the presence of the humanity which surround man. There is no

question of living the moral values if such living does not possess a



Individual and Society : The Buddhist Viewpoint :^
comparative significance in the face of the activities of persons which falj

short of the ideals of human life which have been held as all important

by the Buddha himself and also the Buddhist thinkers, down through the

ages. It remains that Buddhist philosophers have developed the various

aspects of the teaching of the Buddha, often losing sight of the totality

and coherence of human life and its predicaments, only to give .a very

limited and often negative perspective of the being of man in relation to

his own kind, the society and history.

Dharma Chakra Pravartana Sutra, lays down the basic aspects of

the teaching of the Buddha. .This early sermon deals with the basic fapts

of life faced by all men in a most direct way. The predominance of

suffering in human life is recognised by the Buddha and a way is outlined

to come out of the grip of gloom and vicissitudes of life. The nature of

Dharma is outlined by the Buddha and the path of righteousness
1

is defined

to those who aim at conquering the suffering. The Buddha has laid dowji

the elements of a robust and practical ethics. It is very important to

recognise the pragmatic ethics of Buddhism. Such ethical precepts are

not meant only for the monks, but also for the people coming from all

walks of life. The argument that the Buddhist philosophy is primarily

other-worldly and meant for mendicants does not hold ground due tp, the

reason that Buddhism had never been a religion, meant for persons who

wanted to detach themselves from the criss-cross relations which jbind

individuals in manifold relations. This is exemplified by the standpoint

of the Buddha that nothing can be gained by aligning with beliefs life

eternalism and self-mortification. Acceptance of eternalism makes one

unaware of the relevance of the surrounding world and confounds the role

which the individual is duty-bound to play within it. Self-mortification

and stress on asceticism is avoided, for that would hinder the growth of

human personality in a meaningful way within the life situations.

The acceptance of the idea of impermanence does not mean that the

Buddha did not establish the value and significance of the personality of

man. The world may be in constant change, but the individual by trea-

ding the path of wisdom and morality can rise above the phenomenal

world and be a beacon of truth, for others to follow. The transitoriness

of the constituents of the personality of man ..the Rupa, VedanS, Samjnana,

Samskara and Vijnana are recognised, yet the .awakened individual rises

above the transitoriness and remains the unchanging symbol of the noble



values. Actions produce the appropriate results and the law of causation

should be believed, not for any metaphysical purposes but to recognise

that good actions which can uplift the individual above the narrow con-

fines of ego and self, can place the individual on a lofty Pedestal which is

above the desires of the mediocre individuals. To reach the acme of the

essence and spirit of the noble values may itself be regarded as a rebirth

of man, which implies the death of ignoble desires and the fostering of

noble values, which is like a new birth of man in the world,

The Dhamma indicate the set of all comprehending values which are

expected to lead man from one level of achievement to other levels of

achievement and progress. Dhamma in Buddhism does not mean only

higher moral values but it does possess also social meaning and signifl.

cance, Dhamma comprehends the entire gamut of life and also its unpre-

dictable novel situations. The practice of Dhamma on the individual

level is a clear proposition, but what is not always clear is the cumulative

force created by the adoption of the principles of Dhamma by the indivi-

duals on the social level. Society contains the individuals as its brick

and mortar and the beliefs of the individuals will determine the texture of

society. The quality of the individuals determines the quality of the

society. In this context that the moral values stressed by Buddhism have
to be taken note of. The uoiversalistic aspect of the noble values stressed

by the Buddha have gained a new significance in the world of today, for

it is possible that such values can only cement the fragmented humanity.
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